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For months, in the early morning cool, I walk.  The paddocks are almost bare of grasses, a weaner has 
crawled through a barbed-wire fence to get the green pick on the road-side. Sometimes there’s not a bird in 
sight - sometimes a few galahs and crested pigeons. I easily find the toxic cigarette butts tossed on the bare 
roadside to contaminate the rain that may fall one day. (I heard of a gardener who soaked butts and used 
them to spray his roses – an effective insecticide leaching into our soil and streams every day - after spending 
time in someone’s mouth!) 
 
The strong, gusty winds that have lately come from every direction rattle empty cans, bottles, and chip 
packets tossed onto mown roadsides eaten to ground level by starving roos and wallabies.  Two trucks, 
loaded with round bales, rush south on the highway, as though there weren’t hundreds of hungry cattle to 
feed right here! A wide load, carrying mining equipment, heads north. 
 
One night, I wake up at 3am, smelling smoke. Smoke alarms are silent, neighbour’s homes still standing, but 
by sunrise, the other side of the valley is invisible in a dust-laden smoke haze. Thank goodness, the fire is 
hundreds of kilometres away to the south-east, burning in ‘tree change’ country, but choking us just the same. 
 
Then, on a Sunday afternoon, a storm gathers in the south-west, rumbling and flashing, and it pours out 
16mm. Enough to clog the strainer on the down pipe with leaves and the screen on the tank with the mud 
from three months of dust-filled air.  Too dangerous to go outside to clean them when the forked lightning 
starts.  Not likely to cause a fire, given the die-back has killed all the grass and the wallabies are digging for 
roots, but best keep a lookout since lightning started a fire in November over the range and it’s been 
wandering around in rough country ever since. Just as well the National Park’s years of fuel-reduction burns 
have paid off and the distant western horizon remains clear. They do well with reduced staff numbers and a 
fire season growing longer each year, leaving little safe time for hazard-reduction burns.  The storm ends 
with a blackout and a gloriously complete rainbow against the eastern clouds. 
 
Next day, the cloudy sky is suddenly sliced through by flashes of grey and blue as half a dozen or so dollar 
birds, scarce all summer, do aerial acrobatics in company with chirping wood swallows, a peewee and a 
currawong, all milling about above a clearing as they snatch whatever tiny insects have been launched into 
life by the night’s rain.  It is enchanting watching the long wings seemingly beating lazily, propelling the bird 
so swiftly back and forth through the insects, turning abruptly at the edge of the swarm. Where have all these 
majestic dollar birds been during the long dry days? And how do they know where this feast is? 
 
On Wednesday morning, I walk again along familiar paths.  An oriole flits across my path, and a kookaburra 
glides past to perch on a low branch. Grey-crowned babblers chatter noisily in a dead brigalow tree before 
my eye catches the flash of vivid red as first one, then three, red-backed male fairy-wrens cross the track to 
reach the bottom wire near a surviving patch of buffel grass.  Their partners remain quietly camouflaged in 
the sparse rocky ground from which the males have taken flight.  It seems impossible. How could three 
vibrant males suddenly appear in brilliant colour after months of absence? Unlike the insects, they haven’t 
hatched in the last three days! 
 
So we’ve had drought, storm, patchy rain, starving cattle, grass, fire, smoke, rainbow, and birds – not sure 
how the mother of millions or the noogoora burr, or the resource companies are faring. Please let me know. 
 
I haven’t heard much from Adam, either, since he disappeared with Dot to the red-soil paradise of 
Toowoomba. (More red soil than paradise when I came through on 30 December). So I rang him to discover 
that he’s getting better since he doesn’t have to make those long journeys to doctors, and he has taken on the 
responsibility of keeping some lettuce and capsicum alive in styrofoam boxes. Can’t help himself, it seems! 
 
I’m also looking forward to the emergence from hiding of all those WPSQ members and any nature-lovers 
who’d like to come with us to “Karinya” on the 15th February.  Please ring Melanie on 4627 8416 or email 
me on eahobs@gmail.com if you’d like to join us as we consider how best to enjoy and support the wildlife 
of our Dawson valley.  
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